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5

Abstract6

This paper proposes a survey of Web Page Ranking for web personalization. Web page7

prefetching has been widely used to reduce the access latency problem of the Internet.8

However, if most prefetched web pages are not visited by the users in their subsequent accesses,9

the limited network bandwidth and server resources will not be used efficiently and may10

worsen the access delay problem. Therefore, it is critical that we have an accurate prediction11

method during prefetching. The technique like Markov models have been widely used to12

represent and analyze user?s navigational behavior (usage data) in the Web graph, using the13

transitional probabilities between web pages, as recorded in the web logs. The recorded users?14

navigation is used to extract popular web paths and predict current users? next steps.15

16

Index terms— eb Personalization, Page Ranking, User Browsing, Markov Model.17
However, if most prefetched web pages are not visited by the user in their subsequent accesses, the limited18

network bandwidth and server resources will not be used efficiently and may worsen the access latency problem.19
The objective of a Web personalization system is to -provide users with the information they want or need,20
without expecting from them to ask for it explicitly? [14]. The most common approaches used for web user21
browsing pattern prediction are Markov model, sequential association rules and clustering. PageRank is used22
in order to rank web pages based on the results returned by a search engine after a user query. The ranking23
is performed by evaluating the importance of a page in terms of its connectivity to and from other important24
pages. In the context of navigating a web site, a page/path is important if many users have visited it before, we25
propose a novel approach that is based on a personalized version of PageRank, applied to the navigational tree26
created by the previous users’ navigations. A new technique was proposed by Page and Brin called PageRank27
to compute the importance of Web pages. PageRank [2] determines the significance of Web pages and helps a28
search engine to choose high quality pages more efficiently.29

Fig. ?? Web Page Linking and their Page Ranks30
In the above example we consider the average page rank for the site is 1. The page B, C and D has the page31

ranks like 0.66 but A has 2.38.The links are well done such that we can navigate in and out of every page. The PR32
has also been distributed in favour of page A which has PR 2.38. This knowledge is then used Fig 2 shows a multi-33
tiered Web site and the caching and personalization techniques suitable for each Web site component. The caching34
levels show that performance is maximized when cache hits occur close to the browsers. For example, at the ISP35
and router levels, rule-based and simple filtering may offer sufficient personalization capabilities for a relatively36
small investment of effort. When more is needed or wanted, more complex techniques can be implemented.37
When data mining is needed to develop business intelligence and offer highly sophisticated personalization, the38
processing occurs at the database layer. Collaborative Filtering: Collaborative filtering collects visitors’ opinions39
on a set of objects, using either explicit or implicit ratings, to predict a particular visitor’s interest in an item.40
Caching techniques have long been used to improve the system performance. With content caching, frequently41
accessed pages do not need to be retrieved remotely or materialized at the server for each access. This can42
significantly reduce the latency for obtaining Web pages, as well as reduce the load on the server and network.43
In the Web environment, frequently accessed Web pages can be cached at the client browser, proxy servers,44
and server caches. For caching to be effective, data needs to be reused frequently. Personalization is a process45
of gathering and storing information about site visitors, analyzing the information, and, based on the analysis,46
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delivering the right information to each visitor at the right time. It is a key technology needed in various e-business47
applications. The elements of Personalization system includes ? Identify site visitor ? Retrieve visitor’s profile(Id,48
Password, interest, role, business needs etc) ? Select content that matches visitor’s preferences ? Retrieve content49
and assemble page for display to visitor Principal elements of Web personalization include (a) the categorization50
and preprocessing of Web data, (b) the extraction of correlations between and across different kinds of such data,51
and (c) the determination of the actions that should be recommended by such a personalization system [13]. In52
this work we focus on Web usage mining. This process on the application of statistical and data mining methods53
to the Web log data, resulting in a set of useful patterns that indicate users’ navigational behavior. The data54
mining methods that are employed are: association rule mining, sequential pattern discovery, clustering, and55
classification. This knowledge is then used from the system in order to personalize the site according to each56
user’s behavior and profile. Today, personalization is increasingly used as a means to expedite the delivery of57
information to a visitor, making the site useful and attractive to return to.58

1 a) Data Preprocessing59

An extensive description of data preparation and preprocessing methods can be found in. The data preprocess60
includes three basic like ? Data Cleaning ? User Identification ? Session Identification The first issue in the61
preprocessing phase is data cleaning. Depending on the application, Web log data may need to be cleaned from62
entries involving pages that returned an error or graphics file accesses. In some cases such information might be63
useful, but in others such data should be eliminated from a log file.64

Most important of all is the user identification issue. There are several ways to identify individual visitors.65
The most obvious solution is to assume that each IP address (or each IP address/client agent pair) identifies a66
single visitor. Nonetheless, this is not very accurate because, for example, a visitor may access the Web from67
different computers, or many users may use the same IP address (if a proxy is used). A further assumption can68
then be made, that consecutive accesses from the same host during a certain time interval come from the same69
user. More accurate approaches for a priori identification of unique visitors are the use of cookies or similar70
mechanisms or the requirement for user registration. However, a potential problem in using such methods might71
be the reluctance of users to share personal information.72

The next step is to perform session identification, by dividing the click stream of each user into sessions. The73
usual solution in this case is to set a minimum timeout and assume that consecutive accesses within it belong to74
the same session, or set a maximum timeout, where two consecutive accesses that exceed it belong to different75
sessions.76

2 b) User Profiling77

User profiling is the process of collecting information about the characteristics, preferences, and activities of a78
Web site’s visitors. This can be accomplished either explicitly or implicitly. Explicit collection of user profile79
data is performed through the use of online registration forms, questionnaires, and the like. The methods that80
are applied for implicit collection of user profile data vary from the use of cookies or similar technologies to the81
analysis of the users’ navigational behavior that can be performed using Web usage mining techniques.82

The extraction of information concerning the navigational behavior of Web site visitors is the objective of83
Web usage mining. Nevertheless this process can also be regarded as part of the creation of user profiles; it is84
therefore evident that those two modules overlap and are fundamental in the Web personalization process. A85
user profile can be either static, when the information it contains is never or rarely altered (e.g., demographic86
information), or dynamic when the user profile’s data change frequently. Such information is obtained either87
explicitly, using online registration forms and questionnaires resulting in static user profiles, or implicitly, by88
recording the navigational behavior and/or the preferences of each user, resulting in dynamic user profiles. In89
the latter case, there are two further options: either regarding each user as a member of a group and creating90
aggregate user profiles, or addressing any changes to each user individually. When addressing the users as a group,91
the method used is the creation of aggregate user profiles based on rules and patterns extracted by applying Web92
usage mining techniques to Web server logs.93

3 Lamberti et al. proposed a relation-based page94

rank algorithm for Semantic Web search engines [10]. With the incredible increase of data available to end users95
through the Web, search engines come to play ever a more critical role. However, due to their generalpurpose96
approach, it is always less uncommon that obtained result sets provide a burden of useless pages. The next-97
generation Web architecture [8], characterized by the Semantic Web, provides the layered architecture possibly98
allowing overcoming this limitation. Many search engines have been proposed, that allow increasing data retrieval99
accuracy by exploiting a key content of semantic Web resources, that is, relations. On the other hand, in order100
to rank results, the majority of the existing solutions need to work on the whole annotated knowledge base. In101
this paper, the author proposed a relation-based page rank algorithm to be used in conjunction with semantic102
Web search engines that simply relies on information that could be extracted from user queries and on annotated103
resources. Relevance is calculated as the probability that a retrieved resource actually contains those relations104
whose existence was assumed by the user at the time of query definition.105
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Ranking web pages using machine learning approaches is put forth by Sweah et al [19]. One of the key106
components which guarantee the acceptance of web search service is the web page ranker -a component which is107
said to been the main contributing factor to the early successes of Google. It is well recognized that a machine108
learning method such as the Graph Neural Network (GNN) can be able to learn and estimate Google’s page109
ranking algorithm. This paper demonstrates that the GNN can successfully learn many other Web page ranking110
methods [7] e.g. TrustRank, HITS and OPIC. Experimental results illustrate that GNN may be suitable to111
learn any arbitrary web page ranking scheme, and hence, may be more flexible than any other existing web page112
ranking scheme. The significance of this inspection lies in the fact that it is possible to learn ranking schemes for113
which no algorithmic solution exists or is known.114

4 Shohel Ahmed et al. proposed a personalized115

URL re-ranking method based on psychological characteristics of users browsing like -common-mind,? -116
uncommon-mind,? and -extremely uncommon-mind? [17]. This personalization method constructs an index117
of the anchor text retrieved from the web pages that the user has clicked during his/her past searches. Our118
method provides different weights to the anchor text according to the psychological characteristics for reranking119
URLs.120

Srour et al. provided a personalized Web Page ranking using trust and similarity. Search engines, like Google,121
utilize link structure to rank web pages [18]. Although this technique offers an objective global estimate of the122
web page importance, it is not targeted to the specific user preferences. This paper presents a new technique123
for the personalization of the results of a search engine based on the user’s taste and preferences. The idea of124
trust and similarity, obtained from explicit user input and implicit user behavioral patterns, are used to compute125
personalized page rankings [6].126

5 Shiguang et al. given the improvement of page127

ranking algorithm based on timestamp and link [16].128
The conventional ranking technique favors the old pages, which makes old pages always emerge on the top129

of the ranking results when pages are ranked according to the dynamic web by the static ranking algorithm.130
Therefore, this paper proposes a temporal link -analysis technique to overcome the problem. This technique uses131
the last variation time that returned by the HTTP response as the timestamp of nodes and links concerned. And132
the weight of the in-link and out-link are also combined to calculate the overall weight of the pages. Using the133
WTPR technique can make the old pages decline and new pages rise in the ranking result, meanwhile it can help134
the old pages which have highquality get higher rank value than common old pages.135

6 Kritikopoulos et al. proposed Wordrank: a136

method for ranking web pages based on content similarity [9]. This paper presents WordRank, a new page137
ranking system, which utilize similarity between interconnected pages. WordRank establishes the model of the138
biased surfer which is based on the following hypothesis: ”the visitor of a Web page have a tendency to visit139
Web pages with similar content rather than content irrelevant pages”. This technique modifies the random surfer140
model by biasing the probability of a user to follow a link in favor of links to pages with similar content. It is the141
perception that WordRank is most suitable in topic based searches, since it prioritizes strongly interconnected142
pages, and in the same time is more robust to the multitude of topics and to the noise produced by navigation143
links. This paper provides preliminary experimental verification from a search engine developed for the Greek144
fragment of the World Wide Web.145

Magdalini Eirinaki et al. present a hybrid probabilistic predictive model extending the properties of Markov146
models by incorporating link analysis methods [12]. More specifically, we propose the use of a PageRank-style147
algorithm for assigning prior probabilities to the web pages based on their importance in the web site’s graph.148
We prove, through experimentation, that this approach results in more objective and representative predictions149
than the ones produced from the pure usage-based approaches.150

The 1 st -order Markov models (Markov Chains) provide a simple way to capture sequential dependence151
[3], but do not take into consideration the -long-term memory? aspects of web surfing behavior since they152
are based on the assumption that the next state to be visited is only a function of the current one. Higher-153
order Markov models [11] are more accurate for predicting navigational paths, there exists, however, a trade-off154
between improved coverage and exponential increase in statespace complexity as the order increases. Moreover,155
such complex models often require inordinate amounts of training data, and the increase in the number of states156
may even have worse prediction accuracy and can significantly limit their applicability for applications requiring157
fast predictions, such as web personalization. There have also been proposed some mixture models that combine158
Markov models of different orders. Such models, however, require much more resources in terms of preprocessing159
and training. It is therefore evident that the final choice that should be made concerning the kind of model that160
is to be used, depends on the trade-off between the required prediction accuracy and model’s complexity/size.161

Hidden markov model (HMM) are generative, directed graphical models, which describe the joint probability162
over a state sequence and output sequence. Such generative models make limiting independence assumptions163
over the output sequence.164
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Mixed Markov models are based on the selection of parts from Markov models of different order, so the165
resulting model has reduced state complexity as well as increased precision in predicting the user’s next step.166
Deshpande and Karypis et al. [5] propose the All-Kth-Markov models, presenting 3 schemas for pruning the167
states of the All-Kth-Order Markov model. Cadez et.al [4] as well as Sen and Hansen et al. [15] also proposed168
the use of mixed Markov models. A different approach is that of [1] Acharyya and Ghosh et al, who use concepts,169
to describe the web site. Each visited page is mapped to a concept, imposing a tree hierarchy on these topics.170
A semi-Markov process is then defined on this tree based on the observed transitions among underlying visited171
pages. They prove that this approach is computationally much less demanding compared to using higher order172
Markov models.173

The explosive growth of information sources available on the World Wide Web has necessitated the users to174
make use of automated tools to locate desired information resources and to follow and asses their usage pattern.175
Web page prefetching has been widely used to reduce the access latency problem of the internet, its success176
mainly relies on the accuracy of web page prediction. Markov model is the most commonly used prediction177
model because of its high accuracy. Low order markov models have higher accuracy and lower coverage. The178
higher order models have a number of limitations associated with i) Higher state complexity, ii)179

Reduced coverage, iii) Sometimes even worse prediction accuracy. To overcome these limitations of higher180
order markov model by Hidden markov model. It is a powerful method for labeling sequence data but it has two181
major drawbacks such as one stemming from its independence assumptions and the other from its generative182
nature.183

We have discussed some of the techniques to overcome the issues of web page change ranking. As the web is184
going to expand, web usage in web databases will become more and more and the rank prediction is also more185
difficult. The above findings will become will be good guide to rank the web pages effectively. In this paper, we186
have presented a comprehensive survey of up-to-date researchers of ranking web pages for web personalization.187
Besides, a brief introduction about web mining, web personalization and web page change ranking have also been188
presented. However, research of the web page ranking is just at its beginning and much deeper understanding189
needs to be gained. This survey paper intends to aid upcoming researchers in field of web page ranking for190
web personalization to understand the available methods and help to perform their research in right direction.191
For future work, there are some improvements that can be implemented. First, the first-order Markov models192
(Markov Chains) provide a simple way to capture sequential dependence, but do not take into consideration the193
-long-term memory? aspects of web surfing behavior since they are based on the assumption that the next state194
to be visited is only a function of the current one. Higher-order Markov models and hidden markov models are195
more accurate for predicting navigational paths, there exists, however, a trade-off between improved coverage196
and exponential increase in state space complexity as the order increases. Secondly, to predict web page ranks197
efficiently by doing the preprocessing phase effectively.

Figure 1:
198
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Figure 2: Fig 2 .
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